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From a veteran of the trade, a provocative and entertaining voyage into the turbulent heart of
modern money that sheds new light on the rise of our threatening and complicated financial
system, how money became our adversary, and why finding a new course is crucial to a
healthy societyIn the not too distant past, money was simple. You might have had a bank
account and a mortgage, perhaps some basic investments. Wall Street didn’t have a reputation
for greed and recklessness. That all started to change in the eighties, as our financial systems
became increasingly complex, moving beyond the understanding of the general public while
impacting our lives in innumerable ways. The financial world began to feel like an enigma—a
rogue force working against us, seemingly controlled by no one. From an industry veteran
who’s had firsthand involvement in the events that shaped modern money, How Money
Became Dangerous journeys from the crime-ridden LA jewelry district to the cutthroat Salomon
Brothers trading floor, from the high-stakes world of investment banking to the center of the
technology boom, capturing the key deals, developments, and players that made the financial
world what it is today. The book illuminates the dark, hidden forces of Wall Street and how it
has dehumanized and left behind everyday Americans. A fresh and enlightening take on how
we reached this point, How Money Became Dangerous also makes the case for why Wall
Street needs to be saved, if only to save ourselves.

"In this engaging and important book, Chris Varelas shows how the world of money became so
complicated and risky."-- "Walter Isaacson, author of The Innovators" --This text refers to the
audioCD edition.About the AuthorResponsible for brokering some of the biggest mergers and
acquisitions in finance, Chris Varelas was listed among the top 100 dealmakers by the New
York Times and was named top technology rainmaker by DealMakers Monthly magazine. After
working as Citi's head of technology, media, and telecommunications during the first dot-com
boom and then leading the company's national investment bank and regional offices, Varelas
left Citi in 2008 to cofound Riverwood Capital, a premier private equity firm in Silicon
Valley.Dan Stone is a writer and editor and owns North Light, a bar, bookstore, and record
shop in Oakland, California.--This text refers to the audioCD edition.
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BalanceIf you learn how money moves, you can understand how the world works.—ANN
RICHARDS, FORMER GOVERNOR OF TEXAS, IN CONVERSATION, AS REPORTED BY A
COLLEAGUEThe world of money used to be simple. A person might have both a checking and
a savings account, a home mortgage and a car loan, and maybe some basic investments in
the markets, like municipal bonds or shares in Sears, Roebuck or General Motors. But rarely
were a person’s finances more complex than that. Wall Street wasn’t particularly controversial.
The financial services industry didn’t have a reputation for being impersonal, selfish, and
reckless. Most of the time, it was seen as just another facet of a functioning and growing
society.That all started to change rapidly in the 1980s as our financial system became
increasingly complicated, with each evolution moving the world of money further beyond the
understanding of the general public. Wall Street began to feel like an adversary, an enigmatic
and potentially dangerous force controlled by slippery bankers whom we didn’t trust. After the
mortgage crisis, collapse of banks, and Great Recession of 2008, our wariness boiled over into
anger. The system no longer seemed to be working for the average person.How did we get
here? In just one generation, how did our financial system become so labyrinthine and loaded
with peril as we became more disconnected from its workings?Why do we care so little that the
national debt is more than $20 trillion and growing? Why do we care so little that our
government employee pension system is massively underfunded, with the gap growing wider
each year? Why do we care so little that we have grossly insufficient funding for promised
Social Security and healthcare benefits? Why do we care so little that student debt stands at
$1.6 trillion, weighing down millions of graduates who can’t find jobs worthy of their degrees
and are incapable of repaying what they owe?Is it really the case that we don’t care about
these looming crises, or is it that we feel shackled by our lack of understanding and
connection? Whatever the reason, the result is the same. As the world of money continues to
become a bigger and bigger part of our lives, we understand it less and less. Everyone talks
about sustainability these days—in regard to the environment, or food, or economic matters, or
cultural and social issues—but no one is talking about the sustainability of our financial system,
despite the fact that it occupies such a prominent place in our human existence and future well-
being. This is the most important discussion that we are not having.If we stand by, remaining
disengaged from the world of money, we are headed to a dangerous place. Regardless of your
background or occupation, this will affect you in your lifetime, most assuredly altering your
children’s quality of life. It is imperative that we increase our knowledge and engagement with
the financial world and change the current trajectory. Otherwise it will end badly for us all.* *
*My first exposure to the financial world was in 1970 in the second grade, when Mr. Samson,
the manager of Springfield Savings and Loan, came to speak to our class about banks. There
was nothing exotic about Mr. Samson; he wore a gray suit, red tie, and shiny grown-up shoes.
He circled the room with a stack of booklets, passing one to each of us. On the cover, the logo
of the bank was printed, along with a place for me to scrawl my name. I flipped through its
pages of unfilled lines and boxes, each page backed by the ghosted portrait of a US president.



As we inspected our booklets, Mr. Samson instructed us to pull out the dimes we’d been asked
to bring to class. Mine had been burning a hole in my pocket all day.“Those dimes,” he said,
“are your first deposit. If you bring in a dime every week, I’ll come by on Fridays to collect them
and give you a stamp for your book, then I’ll deposit your money in the bank. While it’s in the
bank, your money will collect interest, which means we’ll reward your account with a little
bonus each month. And during the time your money is with us, we might use it for other
purposes, such as loaning it out to people who are opening a new shop or buying a house. Any
time you want to withdraw your money, you just come down to see us. But if you leave it alone
and let it grow, after time, you’ll have accumulated savings.”Our teacher told us to line up. At
the table in the front of the room, Mr. Samson collected our dimes in a black leather bag and
stamped the first pages of our books to verify our deposits.“There are thirty weeks left in the
school year,” he said. “If you bring in your dime every week, you’ll have saved three dollars by
summer break.”We were floored by the prospect that we could someday possess that much
money. Back at my desk, I quickly calculated how much I could save if I did this for three
additional years, until the end of fifth grade. Three plus three plus three plus three. Whoa—I
could have twelve dollars. From that day on, I brought in my dime every week, without fail, and
assiduously filled my book with stamps.My parents’ experience with money wasn’t much more
complicated than what Mr. Samson taught us that day in second grade. Back then, in the late
1960s, when their friends paid off their mortgages, they would often throw a party at which they
would burn their mortgage slips. Finance was simple enough that the common path for a family
was to purchase a home, dutifully work to pay down the mortgage, then enjoy an easier
retirement. That level of simplicity is almost unheard of today.We spend so much time worrying
about money now—almost around the clock—and I can’t say that makes us better off. Yet on
the flip side, there was a time not too long ago when we didn’t have the many advantages the
financial world now provides. For example, mortgages weren’t widely available to the general
public. If you wanted to buy a house, you had to save up the entire purchase price. So the
increase in complexity in the financial world has also brought with it products that have made
many people’s lives better. Modern finance always seems a double-edged sword, which is why
the universe of money has long intrigued me.I got my first glimpse of the dangerous side of
money in high school, when my family moved from Springfield, Massachusetts, to Orange
County, California. My father had been offered a new job as CEO of a company that had been
acquired in a leveraged buyout. I vividly recall him distraught at the dinner table, talking about
how interest rates had skyrocketed, and as a result, he was forced to cut costs at his new
company in order to service the debt. Cutting costs meant cutting jobs, and my father felt a
heavy responsibility for his employees and concern for their families. At that young age, seeing
the effect of those pressures on my father and his company, I had little understanding of
leveraged buyouts and the movement of interest rates, yet I was filled with apprehension—
what would happen to the people who lost their jobs due to the cutbacks? How did those
larger, external economic factors force my father to make uncomfortable and unpopular
decisions? It would take years before I could begin to understand these concepts and their
impact on people’s lives.Ending up working in finance, however, surprised me at first, because
I’ve never had the cutthroat personality for which Wall Street is notorious—I worked at
Disneyland while studying liberal arts at Occidental College—nor have I ever developed a lust
for fast cars, fancy watches, and vacation houses, the tokens of status and accomplishment
that are the trophies of the banking world. I simply loved the work. And I’ve been lucky enough
to have a role in or a ringside seat for many of the big financial moments over the past three
decades. After college in the 1980s, I started as a corporate lending officer for Bank of



America, loaning money to gold and diamond wholesalers in LA’s jewelry district, then
attended The Wharton School. I landed at Salomon Brothers in the 1990s, working my way
from the trading floor through the investment bank until I served as the global head of Citi’s
TMT (technology, media, and telecom) group, head of the National Investment Bank and the
regional offices, as well as Citi’s first culture czar. After twenty years, I left Wall Street to
cofound a private equity firm in Silicon Valley.I was an unlikely person to end up in these
positions. Both sides of my family were Greek immigrants from Sparta. We led a normal middle-
class life. As a teenager, to save for college, I not only worked at Disneyland but a slew of other
odd jobs, from pool cleaner to peanut vendor. I definitely was not on the career track for Wall
Street, nor did I know that such a track existed. But, in ending up there, I found that my
unorthodox background gave me a unique perspective as someone who has, at times, been an
insider, an outsider, a participant, and a skeptical observer.I’m not claiming to be the only
person with such proximity to the big moments in finance over the past three decades, but it is
not a large group, and I may be one of the few who thought to chronicle each event as it
happened. I’m certainly the only one who started off his Wall Street career wearing a polka dot
vest and bow tie at Disneyland.This book, by telling true stories from the financial services
industry—most of which have never been told before, or at least not from this particular
vantage point—aims to highlight the changes over the past thirty-plus years that have made
the world of money so complex and laden with risk. The moments and inflection points
captured in this book changed the arc of how money moves. These stories will help one better
understand how money has become dangerous at the personal, community, national, and
global levels.My accomplice and co-author, Dan Stone, is a finance outsider. A writer and
editor, Dan also owns a small Main Street business. That juxtaposition of our backgrounds
proved instrumental in our efforts to write this book for a broad audience—for both Wall Street
and Main Street, for people who have spent their careers in the industry, as well as for people
who have no previous knowledge of how the financial system works. This is not a book about
capital ratios or Federal Reserve policy or dry, technical concepts; rather, it tries to get to the
root forces that are impacting all of us and driving the financial services industry.A note on
terms: We use many phrases and names to describe the world of money—Wall Street, the
banks, the financial services industry, modern money, the financial system, and so on. While
each of those terms may carry its own shade of meaning, here we use them more or less
interchangeably. The most accurate term to describe the subject of this book is modern
financial capitalism, which captures the world of money most comprehensively, encompassing
the movement of money through our public and private lives, the social trends around money,
as well as the workings of Wall Street and the broader financial industry. This is a book not only
about how the financial world has changed but also about how money has transformed us and
the world in which we live.You’ll notice that the book’s early stories, in particular, depict a male-
heavy world. That was the reality of the financial services industry for a long time—and in
many ways, it still is. The loudest-talking guy in the room, often praised as a Big Swinging Dick
or a Master of the Universe, once dominated the day. Over the past few decades, the cultural
sensitivity and awareness of the industry as a whole has dramatically shifted in tone. But even
while Wall Street culture has evolved in terms of bravado, behavior, and personality, it has
hardly become more accessible to women, particularly at the senior ranks. Clearly more needs
to be done than simply a change in office etiquette. As our larger society continues to evolve
toward a more democratic and balanced environment for women, hopefully we’ll see that
inclusiveness extend more robustly to the financial services industry.In our contemporary
discourse, there are defenders of Wall Street and there are condemners, with few in between.



The defenders argue that Wall Street should be appreciated for providing our modern world
with the opportunities and advantages that most of us enjoy, from the financing of bridges and
public schools to the issuance of home mortgages and small business loans. For the
defenders, Wall Street is undeniably a force for good. The condemners stand defiantly on the
opposite end of the spectrum. To them, Wall Street has poison in its veins. They believe that its
corruption and greed are solely responsible for the 2008 Great Recession and most of the evils
visited upon a defenseless population. The system is irredeemable, they say, and needs to be
torn down.The chasm between these two groups is vast and growing. But could it be that the
truth lies somewhere in the middle? Could Wall Street be both necessary and troubled,
essential to a functioning society and yet increasingly difficult to understand and govern? I
hope that this book does more than simply illuminate the recent changes in finance. I hope that
it might also provide a framework for a constructive discussion between the disparate corners
of our culture, so we can work toward creating the financial system on which a healthy society
must rely, one that serves the interests of the people by supporting the basic necessities of life
and the pursuit of dreams and aspirations. Our success and failure as a society are directly
connected with how our financial system is constructed and managed.* * *By the time I
reached high school in Orange County, I no longer brought dimes to class, but Mr. Samson’s
lesson had stuck with me, and I’d continued to save and deposit income from various jobs—
mowing lawns, washing cars, cleaning the neighborhood pool each Saturday morning. As
graduation neared, I found that I’d amassed two hundred dollars, which sat in a savings
account accumulating interest. I left it alone until four years later, on the cusp of finishing
college, when I was home visiting my parents. I was about to begin my first job postgraduation,
working at Bank of America as a corporate lending officer, and I figured it would be a good
idea to move my account from the regional Orange County bank to that of my new employer.
As I entered the lobby, I could only imagine what my balance had become after four years of
steady growth. A two-hundred-dollar savings account wasn’t going to buy me a house or nice
car, but I expected it might have swelled into a decent chunk of change.After waiting in the
teller line, I was directed to see a bank officer. I settled into a chair across the desk from him.
“Name and account number?” he said without looking at me as he typed my information into
his computer. It must have been 45 degrees in the bank; the air-conditioning was running full
tilt.“I’d like to withdraw my funds,” I said, with a twinge of anticipation, or perhaps it was a shiver
from the blast of cold air descending on us.The man stared into his monitor. “That account,” he
said, with an excruciatingly long pause, “is empty.”“What? How could that be?”He swiveled his
head and regarded me over the top of his glasses. “There were no funds in the account. So it
was closed.”“But I haven’t touched that money for four years.”He studied his computer terminal
again. “It looks as though a fee was initiated two years ago,” he said, “of ten dollars per month,
and eventually your balance was zeroed out by the service charges.”While it was only two
hundred dollars, the loss of that money meant more to me than any other financial loss later in
life, no matter the amount. I had done so much to save that money. To have it wiped out in such
a callous, impersonal way made me start to question the institution that I had long trusted. The
situation seemed unfair, but I didn’t have enough knowledge or experience to articulate why
that was so. I looked across the desk at this bank officer, unsure of what to say. And he didn’t
seem to have anything more to say to me. So I left, climbed into my old hand-me-down car,
and drove away, thinking back on those halcyon days of saved dimes and neighborhood jobs,
of the friendly smile of Mr. Samson and my naïve trust that the system cared, somehow, about
my well-being.1Fool’s GoldO Zeus, why is it you have given men clear ways of testing whether
gold is counterfeit, but, when it comes to men, the body carries no stamp of nature for



distinguishing bad from good?—EURIPIDES, MEDEAThat’s what I fucking said, 30 percent off
the Rap sheet, Princess cut. It’s a fucking beautiful stone. Like headlamps on a Rolls-Royce.
Figure it out and call me back.” Barry Kagasoff slammed down the phone and looked up from
his desk, on which were stacked dozens of tiny sheer paper envelopes holding diamonds. With
tweezers, he returned a stone to its envelope and pointed a thumb in my direction. “Who’s
this?” he asked my colleague, Mark.“This is Chris Varelas. The new guy.”“Varelas,” Barry said,
not looking at me. “What is that, Latino?”“No, it’s Greek,” I said. My voice sounded weak and
distant, like it was coming to us from an adjoining room. I tugged at my lapel. My new suit felt
hot and ill fitting.I scanned the diamonds on his desk, the value of which represented far more
money than I’d ever seen before. Barry’s hair was slicked back, shoulder length, coal black. He
looked like a gangster from a classic film—handsome and potentially charming, if only you
weren’t worried that at any moment he might stave in your skull with a baseball bat if you said
the wrong thing. The sleeves of his dress shirt were rolled to the elbow. He wore no jewelry,
which was surprising given his profession. An adjustable-arm lamp hovered over him, every bit
of it covered in yellow Post-it notes scrawled with names, numbers, and codes that must have
been diamond specs. The surface of his desk was littered with Post-its too, as if that few
square feet of the office had been hit with a miniature windstorm.“Greek, huh?” Barry’s
interrogation continued—where I’d grown up, how old I was, and where I’d previously worked
that made me qualified to take over his account. The exchange wasn’t going well.He scowled.
“Wait, what the fuck did you just say?”I flinched. No one had ever said fuck to me in a business
setting before. Disney was my first real job, and there hadn’t been a lot of foul language in the
Magic Kingdom. I shifted uneasily and glanced at Mark, who was subtly shaking his head in my
direction, showing his disapproval and a touch of what might have been fear.“Disneyland,” I
repeated.“Disney-fucking-land.” The word circled in the air like a bird of prey. “That’s what I
thought you said.” Barry grinned at Mark. Not a happy grin. “Really?” he said to Mark. “I got
fucking Mickey Mouse as my new loan officer?” The phone rang. Barry picked it up and barked
“Kagasoff,” then began negotiating another deal.Mark and I waited through the call as Barry
plucked Post-its and read off prices and descriptions of diamonds, while also scribbling new
notes. Since it was my first day meeting him, I needed to establish myself as his lending officer.
My initial goal was to get him to sign the documents I carried in the leather Bank of America
folder tucked under my arm. While organizing my files at the bank earlier in the week, I noticed
that Barry hadn’t signed any paperwork regarding his line of credit. Not a single document,
ever. From the day he had opened his wholesale diamond business several years before, the
bank had loaned him millions of dollars on nothing more than a handshake. My bank bosses
had decided that my taking over his account would provide a good opportunity to bring his files
up to date, so here I was, with the documents ready to go. It should be easy. No big deal.He
hung up the phone.“Mr. Kagasoff.” I took a step forward and started to open the folder, but his
eyes came up to meet mine so suddenly and fiercely that I froze. He looked at me as if I’d
drawn a gun—and it wasn’t surprising that firearms sprang to mind, since it was well known
that Barry kept a full artillery at hand, including a sawed-off shotgun, an Uzi, a 9 mm tucked in
the back of his belt, and a .45 mounted under his desk. I swallowed, pulling the papers slowly
from the folder, inches at a time.He regarded them with disgust from five feet away. “What the
fuck is that?”“Mr. Kagasoff, these are our standard loan documents. We noticed that our
paperwork wasn’t in order, and you had never signed—”“Is this guy serious?” he asked Mark,
who shrugged meekly.“Sir,” I tried again, “all our clients have signed these. They’re very
standard—”“Listen, Mickey Mouse. You either trust me or you don’t. Okay? You don’t know shit
from Shinola about how this business works. So put those away and get the fuck out of



here.”Mark and I crossed the street to the bank in silence, papers unsigned.Only days earlier,
when the list of clients I was inheriting had been dropped on my desk, several co-workers
gathered around to see who was included. “Ohhh! You got Barry!” they yelled. “He’s gonna eat
you alive!” I’d laughed it off then, but now I knew what they meant.* * *I was only twenty-two
when I started at Bank of America in 1985, a job that would teach me more about the
importance of character than probably anything else I could have done. I was a newly minted
graduate of Occidental College and had just finished five years of summer and part-time
employment at Disneyland. My role at the bank was to loan money and manage lines of credit
for diamond and gold wholesalers in Los Angeles’s jewelry district. Theirs was a raw, bald-
faced industry, built entirely on trust. As Barry taught me that first morning, you either take
people at their word, or you don’t. If I had landed in any other facet of the bank—lending to the
trucking industry, for example, as I would later do—it might have taken me decades to gather
the experience and insights that were thrust in my face from day one in the jewelry
business.When you were hired at Bank of America as a corporate lending officer, they tossed
you into a yearlong training program, rotating you through various branches and positions, so
you learned each job from the bottom up. This comprehensive approach provided a holistic
understanding of the bank’s mission, as management believed you could do your job more
effectively if you had a clear grasp of how the entire firm worked and where you fit into the big
picture. To start, I fished envelopes out of ATMs and processed deposits. I then worked as a
teller in the City of Industry. Later they moved me to South LA, where I learned consumer
lending, which mostly involved issuing car loans to people who could barely afford them. After
a few months, my commercial lending training rotation began at the International Jewelry
Center on Hill Street. And then I got lucky: Dozens of employees jumped ship, all across Bank
of America, scared off by the firm’s exposure to several industries that were in crisis, and that
exodus created a dearth of lending officers and an opening for me. At the time, the general
consensus was that landing a job in commercial banking at B. of A. was a career for life. I was
thrilled for the opportunity, but even in that excitement, I doubted that I would spend the rest of
my working days there.Among the new employees, I should have been at the bottom of the
barrel after I completely blew the pretest meant to ascertain my background knowledge of
banking and finance. I scored a 6 out of 100, which I was told was the lowest mark in bank
history. But I guess if looked at from a certain angle, my score was at least statistically
remarkable, since several of the questions were true-false or multiple choice. A drooling infant
with a crayon could have gotten at least a third of the questions right. And yet, despite my
abysmally low test score and lack of finance experience, the bank bosses at the Jewelry
Center liked me—probably because my Disneyland background made me seem fresh and
incorruptible—so my training time was slashed from twelve months to only five, and the files of
about seventy clients landed with a dull thud on my desk.During the training program, the
central concept presented to us was “the five c’s of credit,” which guided our decisions on
whether or not to loan someone money. They were capital (how much money and assets a
potential borrower has), capacity (a borrower’s ability to handle debt and expenses), conditions
(the health of the market and industry), collateral (cash and assets to put up against the loan),
and character. While the first four c’s were based on plenty of data that could be crunched and
analyzed as needed, the fifth c, character, was in fact the one that mattered most, the one you
could not disregard. Assessing character meant considering your client’s work experience and
background, credit history, trustworthiness, and integrity. Of course, character could be faked,
as I would later experience firsthand, but right away I came to understand the importance of
that fifth c.At the bank, the standard practice among the lending officers was to stick to your



desk and let the clients come to you. However, given my youth, inexperience, and short-lived
training, I began walking the neighborhood each day to visit my clients on their own turf. The
LA jewelry district surrounds Pershing Square, just blocks from downtown and Skid Row. By
day, the neighborhood was frenzied and professional, the streets full of jewelers, foreign
languages, negotiations, double-breasted suits, nervous couriers, and armored cars. By night,
the area turned into a carnival of drugs, prostitutes, homeless people, and hustlers. An
estimated fifty thousand people made their living in the handful of blocks that composed the
jewelry district. The majority of these people were engaged in legitimate business, although
most of the illicit financial activity in Los Angeles happened within a quarter mile of our Bank of
America branch.While walking a daily beat began as a self-imposed necessity, it soon became
enjoyable. These guys were too interesting, entertaining, and unique not to visit. And since
assessing character was the most important element of the job, spending time in their
environment allowed me to get to know the jewelers in a deeper way than if we had met only at
the bank. Each day, one of them would take me to lunch, and I’d hear unbelievable stories,
crude jokes, dramatic arguments, and scraps of history about their Jewish and Armenian
ancestors, from whom most of them had inherited their businesses and their industry savvy.It’s
a historical fact that Jews and Armenians have long thrived at the top of the diamond and gold
markets. The vast majority of gold dealers were ethnic Armenian, and almost all diamond guys
were Jewish—both persecuted peoples who had learned to carry a universal currency
wherever they were forced to relocate throughout the centuries. Diamond dealers would
proudly tell me their family stories about nomadic Jews who would sew diamonds into the
hems of their clothing so they could hide their worth as they crossed unfriendly borders.My
new fellow loan officers at Bank of America were mostly Mormons freshly graduated from
Brigham Young University, and they were some of the nicest people you could find, with their
water-cooler conversations and softball leagues. But the diamond and gold wholesalers
populated a rough and fascinating world that I couldn’t have imagined existed when I’d left
Disneyland only months earlier.* * *Like most diamond wholesalers, Barry Kagasoff was born
into it, and his family history was rich with persecution, long odds, and perseverance. Harry
Kotlar, his grandfather, was a Polish Jew who narrowly evaded the death camps during WWII.
Following the war, he fled Europe, came to Los Angeles, and fell in love with a woman named
Helen, who had also emigrated from Poland. Her brother, who had previously been a diamond
wholesaler in Israel, brought Harry into the business at the ground level, making him one of the
original founders of the emerging wholesale diamond industry in LA. Harry and Helen got
hitched and had three daughters, one of whom, Gloria, would become Barry’s mother.
Meanwhile, Barry’s father, Nathan Kagasoff, was working as a gas station attendant in East LA.
He was eighteen years old when he met Gloria. After they married, Nathan was also brought
into the family trade, under the guidance of his new father-in-law.Barry started working for his
grandfather as a kid; he grew up in a powerful diamond-dealing family. When he was old
enough to drive, he began splitting his days between school and work—school in the morning,
then he’d head over to his grandfather’s office for the afternoon. Barry’s father, Nathan, took on
a partner who helped him build up the largest diamond-wholesaling business on the West
Coast. After Nathan’s company multiplied in size, Barry shifted over to work for his father. But
since Barry had been raised in an enterprising diamond family, it was only natural for him
eventually to carve out his own wholesaling practice, which he did at age twenty-three. When I
became his banker, my B. of A. branch in the International Jewelry Center was catty-corner
from his office. Barry’s father’s office was upstairs. The diamond business was truly a family
affair.Barry and his father were put in charge of a membership organization called the Diamond



Club, and they soon came to be considered the de facto bosses of the LA industry. If a new
guy arrived in town, say from Israel or Belgium, and he wanted to open a line of credit and start
his own business, the bankers would first consult with Barry and Nathan. The Kagasoffs might
give the new guy a green light, or—if they thought he needed to prove himself first—they might
suggest a trial period of six months; but whatever they recommended was followed to the letter.
In their free time, they helped other wholesalers collect on delinquent accounts. Their
reputations served as the muscle.Barry’s clients knew that he wouldn’t bullshit them or try to
squeeze them for extra money, that he was entirely fair in his dealings. I once watched him
work with a customer who was looking for diamond earrings for his wife. They were arguing
over what color grade would be appropriate. (Color is graded from D through Z, with the most
expensive diamonds, which are colorless, graded D, E, or F.) This customer wanted to splurge
on E or F color, but Barry told him, “You don’t need to waste your money on that. Get the G
color. Why the fuck would you want F color for earrings?”“Because I want nice clarity,” the
customer said.“Get the G,” Barry said.“No, but I want—”“Listen to me,” Barry said. “If anyone
gets close enough to your wife’s ear to know whether they’re G or F color, you should take a
crowbar to his fucking head.”Barry may not have been refined, but he was brutally honest.
Leading a customer astray, stretching the truth to make a buck—those behaviors were
anathema to Barry. For him, trust and reputation were everything. I heard him on the phone
one afternoon, fired up at someone who had questioned his integrity. “Send the fucking
diamond back to me right now,” Barry said. “Just put it in the mail and send it back. I don’t ever
want to see you, and we will never do business again. If I do see you, I might beat the shit out
of you.”* * *There was another client I inherited, Nazareth Andonian, who had started his
career by opening a small jewelry-repair shop with his brother, Vahe. Later they became gold
wholesalers specializing in bracelets, necklaces, and watches. While Barry was a tough and
intimidating presence in the diamond world, Nazareth was his opposite in the gold industry, an
affable and affectionate charmer. He was a Lebanese Armenian from Beirut, a hardworking
immigrant who had come to America in search of opportunity, not unlike my own Greek
relatives. Nazareth dreamed of building up his own business and making a comfortable life for
his wife, children, and extended family. I couldn’t help but root for him.Not long after I started
working with Nazareth, his business, called Andonian Brothers, Inc., began to see enormous
jumps in sales and revenue. His most popular products were gold nugget bracelets, gold rope
chains, and big pendants depicting Jesus on an anchor, which sailors and young people loved.
While Nazareth wasn’t one of my top-five clients when I took over the account, he grew quickly
and upgraded to bigger offices—much bigger offices—on the third floor of a building located a
few blocks from the Jewelry Center. I was surprised by all the empty space when I first visited.
“Nazareth, this is huge. How are you going to fill this?”“We are growing fast, and I don’t want to
have to move again.”“You could fit half of Los Angeles in here, Nazareth.”He laughed loudly
and squeezed my shoulder. “It’s nice, no?”Nazareth exuded warmth and humor. This was the
mid-1980s, and everyone was calling each other “babe”—as in, “Jimmy, babe, I need those
projections like five minutes ago”; “Florence, babe, do me a favor and pull the Corvette around
front”; “Mitch, babe, you’re an asshole.” Nazareth had his own charming malaprop version of
this slang: In his thick Lebanese accent, he would call me “Baby Chris.” “Hey, Baby Chris, how
are you? You get good boogie action this weekend?” Nazareth had a voracious appetite—for
sex, money, cars, success. He was a man of the decade, and he wanted it all. He had a
mistress on the side, whom he talked about openly, and later he would tell me about call girls
he flew in from Atlanta on weekends. “Baby Chris, you want to meet Saturday? I am bringing in
girls from Atlanta for good boogie action. You come have some?” He never stopped with the



offers, no matter how many times I turned him down. Meeting someone like Nazareth—
someone who engaged the services of prostitutes and spoke about it so freely, someone so
funny and charming and odd, someone whose background I could barely imagine—was an
entirely new experience for me.I accepted an invitation for dinner at Nazareth’s house one
night. The table was packed with boisterous relatives, several generations of Andonians. His
wife cooked traditional Lebanese food, and Nazareth toured me around, showing off the
preposterous remodel of his bedroom, which featured circular walls, blinds that transformed
into a mirror when you closed them, and a round rotating bed.After dinner, he took me for a
drive in his new yellow Lotus out on the empty Glendale Freeway. We accelerated to 80, then
100. I glanced sideways at Nazareth, whose face was lit red by the glow of the instrument
panel. He slid the car into fifth gear as his lips curled into a demonic grin. “Here we go,” he
whispered. The needle passed 140, and I pressed my feet hard against the floorboard. I
couldn’t help but envision a sudden deer or pothole and wonder how we could survive at that
velocity. But soon the ride was over, and we were downshifting back into Nazareth’s
neighborhood, and when his house came into view, we laughed with the exhilaration of
survivors.* * *I was surprised that, even with Nazareth’s impressive success, he was utterly
clueless about how the lending system worked. He knew he needed to borrow to fund growth,
but that seemed to be the extent of his comprehension. Since most businesses—gold and
diamond wholesalers included—don’t have sufficient capital to fund inventory purchases, they
need to borrow through a line of credit in order to carry products for sale. Each year, a client’s
line of credit must be reviewed and renewed.Commercial lending has been and still is the
engine that fuels the growth of American business—not the large public companies, but small-
and medium-sized businesses that compose most of the commercial activity and jobs in
America. On a national scale, the commercial lending market is massive. With an outstanding
balance of higher than $2 trillion today, commercial lending is more than twice as large as
credit card debt.With a client like Nazareth, whose business was doing so well, I boosted his
line of credit as much as I could when it came time for his review. Yet since I was still fairly
fresh on the job, I screwed up that first year and forgot one final simple step. It was a minor
clerical error, but because of my oversight, Nazareth got a notice in the mail saying that his line
had matured and the balance was due immediately. He came into the bank looking pale.“Baby
Chris, we gotta talk.” There was an anxiety in his voice that I’d never heard before.“Naz, how
are you?”“Not very good.”“What’s going on?”He sat down. “This weekend I was having boogie
action with Rosa. But I’m not thinking, Oh, this is great boogie action. Instead I’m thinking, How
am I going to pay Baby Chris the money I owe him, ’cause I don’t have it.” He handed me the
notice he got in the mail. He was genuinely concerned. And I was concerned too—about the
idea of him thinking of me while he was with Rosa.I looked at the notice and recognized my
oversight right away, but I didn’t want to appear incompetent, so I said, “Nazareth, I’ll tell you
what. The last thing I want to do is mess up your boogie action. Don’t pay me now—take
another year. I’ll get this sorted out for you.” I set the paper on the corner of my desk.“Thank
you, Baby Chris, thank you,” he said, leaning forward and patting my hand. “I thank you. Rosa
thanks you. You are the best, Baby Chris.”The fact was, I’d done everything to renew his credit
—completed the required financial analysis by hand on the yellow paper spreadsheet, created
the support documents, gotten the bank manager and regional credit administrator to sign off—
but I had forgotten a final detail: to peek my head into the back office and tell them that the
renewal for Nazareth had gone through so they could enter it into their systems. And here I’d
gone and upset poor Nazareth’s weekend, ruined his boogie action.My first year as a lending
officer at Bank of America was the last year that the yellow paper spreadsheet was used for



credit analysis. The shift from the paper spreadsheet to a computer spreadsheet may not
sound like much, but it was a pivotal moment in the history of finance. With the yellow paper
spreadsheet, you would complete a detailed analysis of the borrower’s financial profile, filling it
out by hand using a pencil, eraser, and calculator. Before writing anything down, you would
carefully consider the most likely scenario for the future of that business. There was a lot of
initial thought put into what the assumptions should be because if you changed an assumption
or made a mistake, you had to start over.With the change to the computer spreadsheet, you
could skip the thinking stage and jump straight to inputting numbers and running various
scenarios via the computer program. If you didn’t like the outputs and conclusions, you could
tinker with the assumptions until you got the result you wanted, since the program would
automatically add and adjust as you made changes.Any new tool can have both positive and
negative impacts. The computer spreadsheet was no exception, facilitating a transformation in
action and thought that would provide the framework to engineer the modern financial world,
for better or worse.With the yellow paper spreadsheet, your primary question while working on
any financial analysis was, What is the most likely outcome? This encouraged and rewarded
analysis that was right down the middle of possible outcomes. If I can map only one outcome,
the thinking went, then it should be the most probable. Being constrained to a single outcome
served as a safeguard against inputting aggressive assumptions and acting on inappropriate
incentives.But when the computer spreadsheet arrived in the mid-1980s, its tactical power
provided a way to manipulate data and map infinite permutations of possible outcomes. The
question was no longer, What is most likely? The question was now, What is possible? That
change in mentality unleashed the energy and drive of the finance industry to create products
and strategies that have altered our lives in countless ways. Capital was made more available
and efficient as we came to understand the boundaries and limits of how much and where a
business or individual could use additional debt or equity to support growth and expansion.
New products were created to support specific needs, ranging from insurance to investment
advisory to risk management. The door was opened to a whole new world, with the only
limitation being your own ability to identify a need or even imagine a new one and then create
the product or service to satisfy that demand.But with those advantages also came a
Pandora’s box of new challenges. The computer spreadsheet not only allowed for the
manipulation of the microanalysis of a business, person, or product, but also for the mapping of
product usage at the macro level. It is one thing to manipulate the projections of a single
business or person with the goal of lending that entity more money than it may be able to
service. That evolution alone has troubling implications, but then the ability to execute analysis
at the macro level facilitated the bundling of individual products to create new instruments that
were centered around scale, scope, and diversification.Once computer analytics were taken to
a macro level, everything started to become unduly complicated, to the point that many of the
people creating and analyzing the data would have a hard time explaining what it all meant and
what future consequences it might bring. Suddenly you could crank out a hundred-page
analysis that crunched every possible number in every possible way. Such analyses impressed
the bosses and clients, but the priorities within the bigger picture became obscured. When the
analytical objective became single-mindedly focused on building complicated models to
support a complex new financial product with minimal to no consideration as to how it fit into
the bigger financial system, that created sensitive, dangerous situations that were more
susceptible to unforeseen changes or errors.The mortgage market is perhaps the clearest and
most widely appreciated example of the possibilities unleashed by the computer spreadsheet.
The technology allowed home mortgages—including many risky ones—to be packaged and



grouped into new products (a practice referred to as “securitization”), which spreadsheet
analysis determined could yield good returns by packaging enough of them together and
appropriately pricing the risk. The safety was in size and number, the argument went, and that
not enough of the loans would go bad to hurt returns. Mortgages were sliced, diced, and
bundled to be sold to public investors, and this was done on a massive and highly complex
scale.This concept, as we later learned, became disastrous. But there was initially a positive
aspect to packaging mortgages into new products: The construction and sale of these bundled
mortgages freed up banks’ capital, allowing them to make more loans to individuals wishing to
finance a home purchase. This made the dream of home ownership possible for more people.If
the story had stopped there, it would most likely have had a happy ending. Indeed, it has been
said that every bad idea on Wall Street started as a good idea. But, in time, it all turned tragic,
as the computer spreadsheet allowed us—or even encouraged us—without any governance
other than our own character, to manipulate and push that initial good idea beyond the
boundaries of acceptable risk.The second and arguably more troubling change ushered in by
the computer spreadsheet was the removal of character from the financial services world.
Character doesn’t have a column in a computer spreadsheet. The process of cleansing
character from the financial system began with the disintermediation of the bank lending
officer, who was essentially replaced by computer analytics. The importance of assessing
character diminished, insofar as character meant anything more than paying bills in a timely
manner. We eventually reached a point at which the fifth c of credit, character, was replaced
with a single measurement called “credit worthiness.” In the case of the individual, that was
often reduced to a single number with the creation of the FICO score—a number that told a
credit provider everything about an individual’s credit worthiness that he or she wanted to know
in deciding whether or not to approve a loan. Except that it didn’t. Someone could be a terrible
person—lying, cheating, mean, and reckless—but if he paid his bills on time and settled all
debts, or did whatever the algorithm rated as positive behavior, then credit would be available
to him. Conversely, someone could be Mother Teresa, but if there was a single black mark on
her credit history, nothing could be done to secure her a loan.Sacrificing local knowledge for
the sake of scale and efficiency meant that little hope remained for a good person with no
credit, nor forgiveness for someone who was late or missed a payment because of an
unfortunate family emergency or other anomalous event. Local bank managers—the George
Baileys of the world—had been relegated to a nostalgic scrap heap of people who relied on
quaint and old-fashioned means to assess risk, means that were, for good or ill, influenced by
the biases of emotion and subjective parameters, such as likability and manners. Throughout
our financial system and arguably much of our culture, we’ve stopped relying on our gut and
our eyes and our human connections, and we’ve handed over the decisions to computers and
algorithms.Removing character assessment from the equation has stripped away much of the
humanity from the financial world. We’ve ended up with a system of evaluation that encourages
only those behaviors that can be quantified, which diminishes the importance of qualities that
are less easily measured—trust, loyalty, resilience, and judgment. If we allow those character
traits to be tossed aside, how can we expect them to grow and thrive in us and in our
communities? Whether or not we pay our bills on time is an important factor, sure, but whether
or not we will take extraordinary steps to honor our obligations seems to be a more crucial
question and one well beyond the understanding of a computer spreadsheet or algorithm.And
yet, replacing human character assessment with unbiased computer-based analytics is not
entirely a bad thing. In addition to arguably being more accurate, computer-generated analysis
and algorithms can support and implement financial practices that are less prone to racism,



sexism, and other prejudices. There was a time when a person of color was hard-pressed to
find a banker who would lend him or her the capital to buy a house or start a business. That
has drastically improved; while there’s still a long way to go, the path we’ve forged is thanks in
part to the objective analytics provided by the computer spreadsheet. So the issue is not
whether computer analysis is better or worse than human analysis. The issue is that if we fail
to measure character, then it only follows that character will become less prevalent, not just in
the financial services industry but throughout society. It may not seem that way now, but
historically the world of money had been the one place that assessed and rewarded good
character and punished bad character.* * *Barry Kagasoff had started to soften to me in small
ways, and eventually his office became a stop on my daily rounds. I felt that I was inching
closer to getting him to sign the documents that every other client had signed. Even though I’d
already filled out his yellow paper spreadsheet, there were some questions that only he could
answer.“Look, Barry,” I started. “I’ve done some analysis.”“Some what?”“Some credit
analysis.”“Fuck your credit analysis.”“Come on, Barry.”“Why would you do credit analysis on
me? Are you telling me there’s a possibility that my credit isn’t good?”It’s funny to realize now
that, to Barry, I must have seemed like some strange invasive species—a new generation of
loan officer, creeping in with a fancy yellow paper spreadsheet to threaten the old-school
culture of my-handshake-is-my-word—while only one year later, that paper spreadsheet would
be obliterated by the move to computers.Finally he helped me complete the credit analysis.
There were several things I had a hard time making sense of. For example, when other
diamond wholesalers closed a deal, they would typically be paid within six months, but it was
different with Barry. His accounts would be settled immediately. “People pay me.” That’s the
only answer he gave when I asked him about it.“But, Barry, the industry average is 180 days,
and yours is close to zero days.”“People pay me.”I was beginning to understand the value of a
tough reputation in the diamond industry, but despite Barry’s intimidating personality, it didn’t
take long to recognize that he was good to his core, a man who had built his reputation through
honesty and integrity. Over time, he became someone I could call for advice about any loan I
was considering making. The diamond wholesaler community is small enough that everyone
knows everyone else. While loan losses are higher in the jewelry industry than most other
sectors, I never once had a loan that defaulted—I actually won an award for that—and my
secret was that I would call up Barry and ask, “Is this guy’s money good?” If Barry said, “Yeah,
this guy will sell his daughter to pay you back,” then I made the loan. If Barry said, “Don’t do it.
He’s a fucking liar and a cheat,” then I didn’t. Barry became my credit guy, my diamond
consigliere—better than any spreadsheet.* * *George and Richard Elmassian were brothers
who owned a gold wholesaling business that specialized in charms. I would visit them on my
client rounds each day, and George and I quickly became very close. They were Armenian
émigrés from West Africa who had decided to go into gold after abandoning their first plan, of
opening an auto body shop. While George was even-keeled, cordial, and honest, his brother
Richard was wild, emotional, and a great storyteller and jokester.Richard had seemingly
endless reserves of energy. He apparently donated enough money to the police department in
the city of Bell—a nasty, corrupt town south of LA—to score a weekend job as a volunteer
officer. While he was only five feet tall, if that, they matched him up with a six-foot-eight partner,
and the wisecrack around the station was that by averaging their heights, they cleared the
minimum requirement. Richard liked having a side job that allowed him to play the tough guy
and occasionally smack the hell out of people.George and Richard’s gold business was
growing steadily, and eventually it became the number-one charm manufacturer and
wholesaler in the country. Like many in their trade, Richard had a deeply competitive streak.



“How big is Nazareth’s line of credit?” he would ask me. “Our line better be bigger than
his.”Nazareth’s daily cash deposits at the bank had grown massive—often exceeding a million
dollars. One month he cleared $60 million. Richard had heard rumors about this. “He’s doing
something bad,” Richard told me. “I’m sure of it. No one deals in that much cash.”I broached the
subject with Nazareth. “How are you growing so quickly, Naz? We’ve never seen this much
cash coming in.”“Baby Chris, it’s beautiful. I decided I’m also going to be a gold distributor,
selling to other wholesalers. Come have a look at this.”Nazareth led me into the vast back room
of his office and lifted a sheet to reveal a knee-high stack of gold bars, worth an unfathomable
amount of money. “Look,” he said in a dreamlike voice, placing a hand on my shoulder. “Can
you believe there is so much gold?”I was shocked to learn this, but if you gathered together all
the known gold reserves in the world—all the gold mined throughout history—it would reach
only a third of the way up the Washington Monument. So Nazareth’s stack of bullion must have
registered as a noteworthy percentage of the world’s supply.Being a gold distributor was a high-
cash business, he explained, which justified his daily deliveries of increasingly huge sums of
money. In the movies, a million dollars fits conveniently into a briefcase. But in real life, a single
briefcase isn’t going to cut it. So here came Nazareth and his brother and dad with loaded
duffels and brown paper grocery bags, cash spilling out onto the carpet as they trudged
through the lobby of the bank. We had to hire four additional tellers simply to handle Nazareth’s
deposits, and we charged him for the extra staffing, to which he agreed without
complaint.Nazareth was so charismatic and easy to like that it was nothing but heartening to
see his success. If Richard or anyone at the bank expressed concern over the bags of money
he brought in, I was quick to defend Nazareth. He had shown me the evidence: He was
building a legitimate business, amassing his fortune through hard work, realizing the 1980s’
American Dream.* * *I picked the worst possible weekend to take my girlfriend, Laurie, to Las
Vegas—Labor Day, which was also when the Jerry Lewis telethon took place. The city was
packed. Laurie also worked at Bank of America, in consumer lending in the Valley. Neither of
us had been to Vegas before, besides passing through on college road trips, and we weren’t
anticipating the mob scene we encountered. No vacancies at any hotel on the Strip. We must
have tried them all. The woman at the Tropicana reservations desk actually snickered when I
admitted that we didn’t have accommodations booked. Her expression said, This clown really
thinks he can waltz in here and land a room? We were out of options and distraught, and I was
embarrassed and more than a little frustrated. This was 1986. Las Vegas wasn’t quite the
global hot spot that it is today, but still, I’d botched the planning, and now Laurie and I were
stuck far from home, driving back and forth on the Strip with nowhere to go.The last hotel to try
was Caesars Palace. There was a reason I’d been avoiding it. That very morning, sitting in
Nazareth’s office, he said, “Baby Chris, what are you doing this weekend?”“I’m taking Laurie to
Las Vegas.”He clapped once. “You’re going to Vegas? Yes! I love Vegas.”I nodded. Of course he
loved Vegas.“You should stay at Caesars Palace,” he said, while writing himself a note beside
the telephone. “Tell them Nazareth sent you.”“Oh, that’s okay, Naz. Thank you, but I already
have accommodations figured out.”“Where are you staying?”I hesitated, unsure how to answer.
I didn’t want to lie.“Go to Caesars,” he said. “Let me arrange it.”“No, no, no. Thank you. I have it
taken care of.” I tried not to appear ungrateful, and I was careful to mask my skepticism over
whether Nazareth really had such access to the top hotel in Vegas. He smiled knowingly and
patted my shoulder.Mentioning his name in a Las Vegas hotel was a ridiculous proposition.
Nazareth who? they’d say, and laugh me out of town. I wasn’t interested in another dose of
humiliation.But later that night, we walked up to the Caesars front desk smiling, hoping to be
given a room the old-fashioned way.“Hi,” we said in unison, trying to win over the crisply



professional receptionist.She looked up from her computer screen. “Welcome to Caesars. May
I help you?”“Yeah, um.” I looked at Laurie, and she looked hopefully—maybe desperately—
back at me. “Do you have any rooms available?”“I’m sorry, sir, but we’re completely
full.”“Nothing at all?” Laurie asked. “Not even a broom closet?”The receptionist just shook her
head. “I’m sorry,” she said. “It’s a very busy weekend.”Laurie’s shoulders slumped with
disappointment, and she tugged on my sleeve, pulling me a few steps away from the desk.“Ask
her,” she whispered. Sure, I knew what Laurie meant—we had joked about Nazareth’s offer on
the way to Vegas, but it felt too outrageous to try. “Chris, it’s our only shot. Otherwise we’re
heading home or staying outside of town.”I looked over my shoulder at the receptionist, who
had turned her attention to sorting papers. What the hell, I thought. If anything, it would be
something to laugh about later. I stepped back up to the counter, feeling like a character in an
old movie as I leaned across and whispered, “Nazareth sent me.”The receptionist’s eyebrows
went up, and her lips curled into something resembling a smile. “Just one moment, sir.”She
disappeared behind a wall, and soon I was shaking hands with a hotel manager. He had a firm
grip and already knew my name, and within minutes he was unlocking the door of the
penthouse and holding it open for us. It was the biggest residential room I’d ever seen, and I
wanted to throw a baseball across it, just to see if I could reach the other side. Laurie dropped
her bag and rushed in, while I stood dumbfounded next to the manager.He rhapsodized about
the many things available to us at the hotel. After a while, I was hardly listening, as the whole
situation seemed so preposterous. “Sir,” he said, waking me from my stupor and making an
offer that both shocked and scared me at a level that would be seldom matched in all my later
years of deal making on Wall Street, “would a $50,000 line of credit be sufficient?”“What?” I
turned to him.“Would $50,000 be acceptable to start?”“Oh, that’s okay,” I said. “I hit the ATM
this morning.”I didn’t intend that to be funny, but fortunately he took it as a joke, laughing loud
and deep and even bending at the waist a little, as if my humor were almost too much to bear. I
laughed with him to hide my naïveté. The truth was that he was offering me two and a half
times my annual salary with which to have fun in the casino.Laurie’s voice reached us from a
mile away: “Chris, there’s a mirror on the ceiling in here! You gotta see this!” I debated whether
to tip our host one or two dollars, then fished a five from my wallet and proudly held it out, but
he waved it away and exited the room walking backward, telling me to call his personal number
if we needed anything at all.We couldn’t gamble at Caesars that weekend—as the hospitality
staff would follow us around to make sure we had what we wanted, and if they saw us playing
nickel slots our cover would be blown—so we slipped across the street to the seedy, low-stakes
Casino Royale, where the two-dollar blackjack and dollar craps tables were permeated with the
scent of stale sandwiches.Back in our penthouse, it was a luxurious couple of days. I was
grateful to Nazareth for taking care of us, although I couldn’t help but wonder—while soaking in
the massive Jacuzzi or drinking complimentary champagne, looking out over the gaudy lights
of Vegas—Who is this guy? Nazareth must have been a major high roller to be able to arrange
all this with a simple phone call. I hadn’t even spoken his last name at reception—just
“Nazareth sent me”—and now here we were in what had to be one of the nicest hotel rooms in
the city, if not the world. I didn’t know anyone else in the jewelry industry who had the level of
wealth or clout to be able to pull this off. Nazareth had become far more successful—and more
willing to revel in that success—than I’d imagined.When we left, I insisted on paying for the
room. It didn’t feel right to let Nazareth cover the cost, and besides, bank policy prohibited us
from accepting gifts valued at more than $100 from clients. At reception, they weren’t sure how
to handle charging me, as apparently that sort of room didn’t have a price. They finally settled
on $130 a night. I dug for my wallet. Ironically, Bank of America, my own employer, had



rejected my application for a credit card, claiming that I didn’t yet have enough of a credit
history to qualify. Sure, I had signing authority to issue hundreds of thousands of dollars in
corporate loans and to receive millions in cash deposits from Nazareth, but they couldn’t trust
me with a credit card. I counted out the twenties and slid them across the reception counter,
and Laurie and I headed home.* * *Security was a serious concern in the jewelry industry. The
offices of wholesalers were never located on the ground level. For visitors to gain access, they
would take the elevator up, ring a hallway buzzer that was monitored by cameras, then be
admitted to the “man-trap” room, where a receptionist behind bulletproof glass would
determine whether it was safe to buzz them through into the office. Most jewelers were armed,
and many—including Barry and his father, Nathan—had what they called a hotline between
their offices, which allowed them to call each other for immediate backup in the case of
aggressive behavior or a robbery attempt. If someone was messing with Nathan Kagasoff,
whose office was in a perilous location near the elevator, Barry could burst in with an Uzi and
spray the place down. Luckily he never had to do that.Despite the security and firepower,
robberies and muggings were an increasingly common problem on the neighborhood streets—
especially targeting, as Barry described, “men in suits carrying briefcases and wearing
yarmulkes”—but no one ever touched Barry. That was partly because he was too smart to walk
down the street with a briefcase full of cash or diamonds, but also because he was feared and
respected.Robberies in the jewelry industry were often staged, ploys to rip off insurance
companies and other jewelers whose inventory was lost in the hustle. “There were many fake
robberies,” Barry said. “In fact, it got to a point where unless somebody got beaten badly or
shot, I for one didn’t believe that it was a robbery. Then there was a guy—I forget his name—
who legitimately had a robbery and did get shot, but still, as soon as he got back, he paid off
everybody anyway [for their losses in the robbery], because he was the real deal. Eventually he
got killed somewhere, if I remember right.”When these fake robberies happened, other
wholesalers often suffered large losses if they had stones on consignment that disappeared in
the staged theft, which was a common occurrence. In one particular situation, Barry lost about
$80,000 when a crooked wholesaler fled Los Angeles. A few years later, the guy wanted to slip
back into town to attend his mother’s funeral, so he called Barry first to settle his debt and
make sure they were square. “It was all insurance fraud,” Barry said. “If somebody owed me
money and something happened, they made sure I was taken care of. Yeah, it’s hard to
swallow that I got taken care of because they were in fear, while everybody else had to go
down swinging with it. You’ve got an illusion, that I’m allowing you to manifest, that I’m nine foot
two, three hundred pounds, and the earth shakes when I walk and talk. I was a legend in my
own mind, and I was a legend in everybody else’s mind too.”One such staged robbery was the
Pfefferman scandal of 1983, in which a father and son who were diamond wholesalers
arranged to have themselves robbed, then they skipped town with the insurance money. The
situation, while damaging for many, created an opportunity for me: Our bank branch lost
enough on the Pfefferman heist that it became a central reason for the reshuffling of our
lending department—all the loan officers were moved out to work in other sectors—which
paved the way for me and a pack of Brigham Young graduates to land jobs. My bosses at the
bank used to joke that they needed to fill the jeweler lending department with honest people,
so they hired a bunch of Mormons and a guy from Disneyland.* * *Day by day, Nazareth
continued to burst through the bank doors with more and bigger bags of cash, and the ever
competitive Elmassian brothers, George and Richard, kept warning me about the illegal activity
that they were sure was behind Nazareth’s ascent. To be fair, George didn’t say much about it.
Richard was the more overtly aggressive of the brothers, and he had used some of his



connections through his weekend vice cop gig to manufacture law enforcement interest in
Nazareth’s business. He convinced his superiors to take the accusations seriously, and they in
turn contacted the DEA. Richard claimed that I had told him Nazareth was engaged in
suspicious activity, most likely money laundering. This couldn’t have been further from the
truth. I had continued to defend Nazareth whenever anyone questioned his
success.Nevertheless, one afternoon I got a call from Richard. The DEA was at his office, and
they wanted to speak with me. I knew what it was about before I walked through the door.A big,
square-jawed DEA agent sat off to one side listening while Richard asked me questions,
putting on a bit of a show, as if we were in an episode of Hill Street Blues. George wasn’t
around. “Where do you think Nazareth Andonian’s cash comes from? What does he tell you
the source is? How much cash does he bring to the bank each day? When you visit his office,
do you see any interesting people passing through?”I answered each question honestly, since I
felt there was nothing to hide. Yet it all sounded a bit suspect as I said it out loud, and I started
to get nervous. I knew that I hadn’t done anything wrong. Every time Nazareth came in with a
large deposit, I accepted the money and completed the form required for deposits greater than
$10,000, which was filed with our central office, and then reported to the appropriate
authorities in the federal government. I did my job exactly as trained. Sure, Richard had told me
wild stories about Nazareth, but I was certain those were simply tall tales meant to sling some
mud at a rival gold dealer who was seeing great success. No one doubted that Nazareth loved
money and all its associated indulgences, admittedly with more enthusiasm than most people,
but he was too nice a guy, too caring, smart, and ambitious to get involved in criminal activity
that might ruin him. While the DEA meeting was unsettling, I still believed in Nazareth.Later
that day, I stopped by his office and sat down in a chair in front of his desk. Nazareth was
standing up facing in the other direction, looking at a document over near the filing
cabinets.“Hey, Baby Chris! How are you?” He smiled over his shoulder and kept flipping
through the pages.“Hi, Naz. I’m fine.”“Dinner on Thursday?”“Yeah, okay.” I paused for a minute,
but there was no way to hold back. Nazareth was a friend; he should know. “I feel like I have to
tell you this,” I said. “But I’m sure it’s nothing to worry about. I was questioned this morning with
a DEA agent present, asking about your deposits.”He swung around to face me. His smiling
eyes narrowed and darkened as he started walking toward me, setting the papers on his desk.
“What did you tell them?” he asked in a tight, low voice. “What were the questions? What did
you say?” A dose of adrenaline shot through me. My cheerful, compassionate friend had
transformed in an instant into someone who felt dangerous and unpredictable, a side of him I’d
never seen. And right at that moment—it took all of five seconds—the truth was clear: This guy
is laundering money, and I was too stupid to realize it.Nazareth was leaning over my chair. All
his warmth was gone. I knew I had to keep my wits about me and stay calm. Without
mentioning that Richard had been involved, I recounted the DEA interview and repeated that I
was sure he didn’t have anything to worry about, but every part of me wanted to get out of
there as quickly as possible without seeming frightened or concerned. Once we’d exhausted
the conversation, I walked back to the bank and sat at my desk, staring blankly at a smattering
of documents until quitting time. Thankfully he hadn’t asked me more pointed questions about
how the DEA meeting had come about—I had stepped into his office without preparing any
sort of cover story, since I had been quite sure, up until that moment, of Nazareth’s innocence.
The next morning, after a sleepless night, I told my supervisors what had happened.* * *After
commuting for a year from my folks’ house in Orange County, I lucked into an apartment in
Santa Monica, thanks to an old classmate from Occidental. My mother wasn’t hot on the idea,
as she couldn’t understand why I would waste money on rent when our house was a mere



hour’s drive from work in light traffic, but I was more than ready to be in my own place. I
commuted in my hand-me-down ’78 Caprice Classic each morning, listening to punk and New
Wave on KROQ. Traffic was always terrible. I probably could have walked the fifteen miles just
as quickly. Twice I was pulled over for reading the newspaper while driving.On the first day of
October 1987, I was inching along the 10 freeway, thinking about my talk with the branch
manager from the previous day. Word had come down from the regional office that Bank of
America planned to pull back substantially from loaning money to jewelers. The institution
wanted to limit its exposure to what was seen as a high-risk industry. So my managers told me
to figure out which ten accounts I should keep of my seventy or so, and we would cut the
others loose.This wasn’t an easy decision, and really the whole thing was sour news. My
clients were family-owned mom-and-pop businesses—the essence of Main Street—and their
operations relied heavily on the ability to borrow money from the bank. I hated to think of
turning them away.Barry was the client I most wanted to keep, but the bank wouldn’t see it that
way, since he never borrowed from his line of credit for more than a week. He didn’t need us as
much as other clients did. But I needed Barry and his unvarnished, honest counsel. There was
no simple way to explain that to my superiors. His conservative practices should have been an
advantage, but in this case they worked against him. I would have to spin an argument that
Barry was so esteemed in the industry and such a pillar of LA’s diamond community that it
would be a mistake to let him go. That wasn’t untrue, but I didn’t know if it would be convincing
enough to the suits up in the regional office, who were completely removed from the on-the-
ground action. Ironically, it was my bank training that had taught me to value character above
all else, and now the bank was disconnecting itself from that fundamental concept. I mentally
ranked my other clients in order of importance so I could make my case when I got to work.
Since I’d already told my supervisors that the DEA might be investigating Nazareth, they
seemed eager to sever ties with him, which of course was fine with me. I’d fight to keep Barry
and George and make concessions on the others.The highway traffic patterns shifted, and I
was able to get my speed above thirty—and then my axle must have snapped because the
Chevy was all over the road. I fought to regain control as I slowed down, countersteering
against the swerves. The cars around me were a mess too. It seemed as though everyone was
in the same predicament. When I finally came to rest among a sea of cars, still in our lanes but
stopped at odd angles, it became obvious what had happened—we had been caught in an
earthquake. We all sat at our wheels for a couple of minutes. No one ahead was moving, so we
finally emerged from our cars and walked around to compare notes. I had never noticed that
the 10 freeway was elevated above the city. We wondered if we should abandon our cars and
hike to safer ground, but there was no easy way off. An ominous tower of smoke rose in the sky
on the south end of downtown. We waited it out, and eventually the cars ahead started to
creep, and we filed off the highway at the next exit.I got to work late that morning and learned
that it had been a 5.9-magnitude quake that shook for twenty seconds, with an epicenter in the
area of Whittier Narrows, a dozen miles east. Eight people were killed, and damages were later
tallied at a few hundred million dollars. I’d felt plenty of earthquakes before that day, but there
was something particularly unnerving about that October morning, when so many things in my
life seemed to be cracking at the foundation. One minute I was coasting on the freeway, air-
drumming to Billy Idol’s “Mony Mony,” windows down, thinking about the day ahead; and the
next minute I was wandering over the tarmac with a bunch of strangers, concerned that the
ground might fall away under our feet. It felt too metaphorical for my comfort.In the wake of the
bank’s shift away from the jewelry industry, I was able to keep most of the customers I wanted,
although it wasn’t easy. They pushed back on Barry, but I won in the end. Nazareth had been a



much more attractive client to them, until it became clear his activities may have been less than
forthright. I found it ironic that it would have been easier to keep Nazareth, even though he had
a dark side to him, than Barry, who had strong, proven character. Despite my training, I started
to doubt how much the bank truly cared about character.My commute was even worse for the
next many weeks, due to construction and repairs on the 10. But still I climbed into the Caprice
Classic each morning, buckled my seatbelt, and turned up the radio, mumbling along to the
new R.E.M. song that was everywhere that winter. “That’s great, it starts with an earthquake,”
Michael Stipe sang, as if he knew exactly what was happening in my life. “It’s the end of the
world as we know it. It’s the end of the world as we know it. It’s the end of the world as we know
it, and I feel fine.”* * *Vernon, the trucking and meatpacking capital of Southern California, has
got to be the ugliest town in America. Despite its proximity to downtown LA and the fact that
two of the busiest freeways in the state intersect there, a recent census reported that barely
more than a hundred people actually live in Vernon—it’s all pollution, cement, noise, and
industry.When the bank pulled back from the diamond industry, I myself departed. I was offered
a promotion to move to the Vernon branch and take on bigger accounts, and I accepted
without hesitation. So I left behind my days of visiting with colorful clients, gazing at gold and
diamonds, lingering over two-hour lunches and fancy dinners. The glitter and glitz of the jewelry
industry gave way to the grimy, smelly wasteland of Vernon, a place where you often dined on
something called “chili size,” a hamburger patty dropped into a bowl of chili. For the truckers,
that was a big lunch out. Although I missed seeing my clients in the jewelry district, it was in
many ways a welcome change. I knew I hadn’t done anything wrong, but simply being that
close to Nazareth’s criminal activity was enough to keep me up at night, running back through
various conversations and scenarios. Nazareth, meanwhile, switched his accounts over to
Wells Fargo.When I arrived in Vernon, there were no clients to visit—they were all rolling
around the country in eighteen-wheelers and stopping into the bank only every few months—
so I spent a lot of time at the office chatting with my new colleagues. Many of the senior guys
were scooping up stock as prices dropped, seeing the market correction as a good buy
opportunity, and they expressed surprise that I’d never bought stock before. Even after I
reminded them that, at age twenty-four, I had zero investment experience and very little in the
way of savings, they kept after me about it until I finally agreed to acquire some.More than any
other company, Bank of America was the one I knew best, since that was my employer, so I
called a broker and placed an order for a hundred shares of B. of A. stock. For me, this was no
small purchase. The date was Friday, October 16, 1987. I headed into the weekend excited at
having made my first investment, but that thrill quickly turned to anxiety when the markets
reopened on Monday, October 19, and the biggest single-day crash in Wall Street history took
place, nearly double the largest one-day percentage drop during the Great Depression. It
would become known as Black Monday.Panic ensued. And in a market crash, panic leads to
selloffs, which lead to steeper stock price declines and further panic. One fascinating thing
about Black Monday, besides the sheer scale of the disaster, was the cause. For the first time,
a crash was brought about by nonhuman factors—it was triggered by computers. In those early
days of technology’s entrance into finance, when we were still learning to replace the yellow
paper spreadsheet with the computer spreadsheet, a company named LOR had come up with
the notion of “portfolio insurance,” designed to guard against big losses in institutional
portfolios. This was achieved through a set of computer algorithms that would automatically
trigger sales if certain things happened in the market, and then it would automatically trigger
buys once the market readjusted. But the algorithms backfired on Black Monday as the
computer-generated selloffs far outpaced the traders’ limited human capacity to keep up,



resulting in more algorithmic sells, and so on. The computer algorithm had not accounted for a
situation in which there were no buyers, pushing the sell bid lower and lower in search of a
price that would clear the market, which soon was in freefall.Within a couple of days of Black
Monday, I joined the panic and sold off my Bank of America shares, deciding that I could afford
only so much pain. My first investment had been a loss, and I felt foolish. I wavered between
self-castigation and open condemnation of the system that had taken my hard-earned dollars.
Was my market ignorance to blame? Was it the fault of the system? Something beyond
fundamentals had driven the stock price volatility. I didn’t know the answers to these questions
and wasn’t sure I ever would. I couldn’t understand at the time that I’d been a very small
participant in the grand entrance of computers onto the public financial markets stage.* * *After
my move to Vernon, I would return to the jewelry district from time to time to visit Barry and
George. If I needed a gift for a girlfriend or my mother, it was a good excuse to head back to
the neighborhood and spend an hour with my old friends. I never again visited Nazareth.
Richard told me in confidence that the case against Nazareth was building steadily, that the
Feds had cameras on his offices and had taped him counting millions of dollars with the help of
prostitutes, then having sex with the women on piles of money. I was starting to believe it,
although I wished it weren’t true.I lasted about a year in Vernon. It wasn’t the chili size that did
me in, and I enjoyed the company of the truckers, even if they weren’t as entertaining as the
jewelers. I simply knew that I wasn’t interested in building a career in corporate lending, so it
seemed right to move on. I applied to The Wharton School, which was the doorstep to Wall
Street and felt like the center of the universe at that time.During my first year at Wharton, I was
watching the national news with my roommate one evening, and there he was on TV—
Nazareth Andonian, being led away in handcuffs. By that point I didn’t doubt that he was into
some bad stuff, but I had no idea of the scale. I tracked down a copy of the LA Times and later
found an article in Businessweek, which included even more details about the developing
case.Nazareth had been taken down in the biggest money laundering operation in US history.
On the morning of February 22, 1989, federal agents surrounded the few blocks that made up
the jewelry district. Within a couple of hours, roughly forty people—along with documents,
money-counting machines, gold, $30 million in currency, every related item—had been packed
into a fleet of trucks and whisked away. It was as if a stage set had been dismantled at top
speed, the floor swept, the lights extinguished. By the next day, business in the neighborhood
returned to normal, and you would never have known that any of it had happened.The case
went to trial the following year. Phones, pagers, and cars had been bugged. Tracking devices
were used. The Feds had rented rooms all around Nazareth’s office, using fake jewelry store
names, so they could headquarter their surveillance on-site. Tiny cameras were installed
throughout the building, and the DEA had figured out how to tap into the Andonians’ own
security system, allowing them to watch live feeds of everything going on inside Nazareth’s
office during their thirteen-month sting investigation. They called the case Operation Polar
Cap.Nazareth had been laundering money for Pablo Escobar’s Medellín drug cartel, the
biggest and baddest Colombian exporter of cocaine. In an elaborate scheme that involved
scores of operatives in several US cities—primarily New York, Los Angeles, and Atlanta (which
explained the imported prostitutes)—boxes of loose cash, labeled “gold scrap,” would be
shipped to Andonian Brothers, and Nazareth would count the money, often with the help of
prostitutes. Government affidavits described how so much currency began flowing through
Nazareth’s office that his counters would simply toss any bill smaller than a twenty against the
wall; it wasn’t worth their time. Once the money was added up, Nazareth would sift his
percentage off the top, then drag the rest into the bank to deposit through me. After that, the



funds would be wire-transferred enough times to sever the connection between the source and
destination, and the profits would end up back in the hands of the Medellín cartel. The system
was so efficient—such an ungodly amount of cleaned money cycled back to the Colombians,
more than $1.2 billion—that the drug lords affectionately named the laundry La Mina, “the
mine.” Nazareth covered his tracks by pretending to have entered the gold distribution
business. The massive stack of bullion he showed me was most likely gold-painted lead. Most
of his receipts were fabricated.The trial lasted longer than any in the history of the Los Angeles
federal courthouse. Nazareth and his brother, Vahe, were each convicted on twenty-five felony
counts of money laundering and one count of conspiracy. They were given sentences of 505
years without parole, the harshest ever doled out up to that point. The Andonian brothers are
currently incarcerated in a federal prison in California northwest of Reno, Nevada. There was
another LA jeweler caught up in the Medellín laundering activity and convicted of similar
crimes, but he’s already been released. The word on the street is that the Andonians had
crappier lawyers, and because of that they’ll almost certainly die behind bars.* * *By the time of
the bust, Nazareth had no remaining relationship with Bank of America, so most of the trial
proceedings and resulting press highlighted Wells Fargo rather than my former employer. From
where I was at Wharton, I knew I wouldn’t be called to testify in the trial, as the camera footage
and other evidence provided irrefutable proof of his guilt, and I was far enough removed at that
point. I also didn’t worry about being implicated in any way. Sure, I had indirectly been one of
many who helped clean hundreds of millions of dollars of drug money for the Colombians, but I
had been entirely forthcoming with the DEA, hadn’t broken a single law, and had been
unaware of what was happening until I’d confronted Nazareth. I’d been duped. In retrospect, I
should have heeded the warning signs that Nazareth’s character might not be as solid as I had
first thought. Yet I’d remained oblivious, perhaps willfully so. I was a wide-eyed tourist in a
foreign land. Who was I to cast judgments over the rituals and customs of the locals?The
natural thing to wonder is whether I felt used by Nazareth, hurt that our friendship had been a
sham and almost everything he had told me was a lie. I broke bread with his family, drove 140
in his yellow Lotus, was his reluctant but grateful guest in Vegas, talked with him for who knows
how many hours. But I didn’t feel slighted—he never asked me to bend a rule or do anything
outside of my legal job description. Nazareth had taken advantage of the system, and, yes, I
was part of that system; but in a way, he had kept me protected from anything that might have
been destructive. Maybe it was my Disneyland background, or my fresh twenty-two-year-old
face, or that I always turned down his offers to have boogie action with Atlanta prostitutes—or,
most likely, that in order for the whole thing to work, he needed me, his bank connection, to
remain oblivious and innocent—but either way, he kept me out of it. And although I had wrongly
believed that Nazareth was honest in terms of business, I always knew he wasn’t a saint. He
was a frenetic and scatterbrained guy who kept a mistress and had a thing for hookers with
Southern accents. I didn’t have the highest view of his integrity. But I’d never known anyone like
him before, and I was captivated. Since I was so young, I was still trying to assess where
Nazareth fit in the circle of man. At the time, I didn’t know to what extent he was an outlier. I
was still learning how each person’s behavior mattered in assessing business character.Now
that I’m older and feel as though I’ve encountered the full range of human character, I do feel
some sympathy for Nazareth. I can so easily imagine that day when he set out from Beirut with
a vision for what his life could be. He arrived in America to try to make it in the world, coming
from a place where survival was the first, second, and third most important thing. How does
someone’s morality change when moving from struggle to opportunity? I think of Nazareth as
an amoral guy with a decent heart who wanted a better life and wanted to succeed, and,



through the lens of inexperience and ambition, he was presented with an offer that didn’t seem
terribly risky: Take this money, deposit it, and keep some for yourself. It was a situation that you
might easily rationalize your way into if you were in his position.Once I read about the case, I
remembered a story he’d told me over dinner one night, which at the time was amusing. He
had gone on vacation with his family to Bora Bora, and it rained hard for three days. Nazareth
was so feisty, so active and spirited, that it drove him nuts to be trapped in his luxury hut as rain
fell on the palm fronds, unable to get outside or do any work. He was a man who couldn’t sit
still for five minutes at a time. “It was complete torture for me,” he said. “It felt like being in jail.”
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JS, “Riveting, juicy, alarming, yet hopeful - about the complexity of our financial system. Wow,
just wow! A riveting journey the last couple of decades told through juicy stories, not only about
the finance industry, but about human nature and how that has contributed to our financial
system becoming even more complex.Even though some of it is alarming, the author does a
noble job by the end of recommending ways that average consumers can improve their
chances of success. He also talks about some efforts within the financial industry to focus on
enlightened leadership - a ray of hope. We need more effective and enlightened leaders in all
parts of society!”
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thomas king, “Not what you expect. Better.. Strong recommendation for this entertaing, yet
important read. The literary world is littered with insider, story-laden books about Wall Street,
often highlighting the absurdity of compensation-driven, myopic financiers. This is not one of
them. While the stories are entertaining, they serve a purpose--to provide humainize and
insight to the evolution of the financial services sector and people's relationship with money.
Anyone can be a story-teller and make you laugh--but doing so while drawing conclusions and,
importantly, a call to action is a unique skill. Thoughtful and provocative observations.
Chapters 9,10 and epilogue should be required reading for all. In a world of finger pointing,
Chris Varelas entertains and teaches, highlighting everyone's responsibility for our financial
and economic system. If you think this book is only about Wall Streeters, you are wrong--it
covers tales of Diamond wholesalers, Disney hosts, ecommerce pioneers, municipal
investment officers and social media influencers.”

LA, “Excellent Inside View From a Top-Level Financial Executive. This is an extremely well
written book from one of the top financial industry guys who came up through Citibank when it
was the biggest financial institution in the world. His view is well founded from first-hand
experience in all aspects of public and private finance, and his vision of the subject is shaped
by the many fiascos he not only witnessed (e.g., the bankruptcies of Orange County, and
Stockton, California), but several that he helped to fix. He takes us from his earliest moments
working at Disneyland in high school, where money for services was a straight-on transaction
based on value and accountability; through the developments of plastic card money;
derivatives; the debauchery of Wall Street excesses and how it affected so many aspects of
our daily life; to the complete detachment of voters from public financing of government and the
absence of accountability in government officials. I never was aware of this author while he
was working, but his book is a testament to his high level of intelligence which propelled him to
the top of his profession (banking), and his ability to both grasp, and elucidate an overview
together with the relevant details of a long evolution of money and how it has changed nearly
every moment of our lives over the past three decades.  Highly recommend.”

Matthew Rapaport, “Well covers the potentials and pitfalls of modern financial services.. A
better title for this book might be “Why Money is Dangerous.” Mr. Varelas gives us a series of
stories taken from his own experience in the rarified atmosphere of big-job financial services
from roughly the early 1980s to the present time. In each story, he illustrates both the benefits
and pitfalls of changes as they came along during his time.Spending most of his career with
Salomon Brothers as a broker and then mergers & acquisitions heavy-weight, he knows
exactly what he is talking about. There is nothing I can say to challenge any of it. But he is so
wrapped up in the middle of it all, he does not question the validity of the system as a
whole.Varelas makes two arguments: First, the modern world would not be possible without the
evolution of modern financial systems able to facilitate the gigantic transactions that dominate
our present economy. Second, each of these evolutionary steps (beginning with a small
technical innovation, the electronic spreadsheet) also introduced new opportunities to game
the system. Bad actors can be found anywhere, financial services being no exception. If some
new form of exploitation becomes possible, someone, eventually, will take advantage of it, and
this is true of both the financiers and their customers. Corporate culture (Varelas talks about
this a lot) has only some influence. The size of the sandbox is much more important.But
Varelas never questions the ‘bigger is better’ mantra despite its manifest problems. Money
leaped in potential dangerousness when America (and the world) abandoned the Gold



Standard in 1971 (Nixon). Varelas never even mentions this. At the end of the book, he makes
various recommendations for fixing the big problems. One of them is for the Federal
government to better regulate the industry. The Glass-Stegall act (1933) was, in large part, that
regulation. Its final repeal (Clinton in 1999 of which Mr. Varelas seems to approve) doubled the
size of the financial pot the service companies, and their bad actors had to play with. Public
stock offerings of financial service companies in the 1980s and beyond also played a part in
this process of swelling the pot.There is no way, now, given congressional capture by
corporations (pay-offs with campaign donations and other more direct means), that such
regulations as he suggests will ever be enacted. The dangers big money presents to politics
took a big leap in the U.S. when the Supreme Court accepted Citizens United. Varelas does
not mention this political dimension.In the later part of the book, Varelas, using Orange County
California, Stockton California, and Detroit Michigan (only mentioning the last) as examples,
identifies what he takes to be the worst financial disaster looming for America, the
underfunding and mismanagement of government pension funds at the local, state, and federal
level. Both the fund managers and financial service firms are complicit, the former for making
risky investment decisions and bad assumptions about returns, the latter for allowing them,
even encouraging them to do it. At the federal level (social security), especially,
mismanagement includes all of congress!I will leave it here. Varelas writes well, and
undoubtedly knows what he is talking about. He and I would disagree on whether “the modern
system” is good for humanity overall, but that is pure politics which was not his business.”

Bob Peck, “Fantastic Stories combined Serious Purpose and a Call to Arms. Chris Varelas has
written a collection of stories that are true page-turners, something not easy to do in finance!
Each one is a fabulous tale of big characters and intense situations worthy of John Brooks,
another great financial writer.But this book also has moral heft that comes from keenly
observing the progression of many facets of finance from personal service of clients' true
needs to greed-is-good selfishness behind corporate walls. Varelas leaves us with a variety of
clear recommendations to bring back to finance its soul and its humanity.Regardless of how
one participates in the financial system, and we all do, this book is a must read and will not
disappoint.  Enjoy!”

A. Graham, “Well told stories. Chris jumps around a bit in this entertaining and well written
book. His policy suggestions and life lessons are woven through with good old story telling.”

The book by Dan Stone has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 86 people have provided feedback.
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